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Columbia Publishing 
Course

C areers in publishing have always attracted 
people with talent and energy and a love of 
reading. Those with a love of literature and 

language, a respect for the written word, an inquiring 
mind, and a healthy imagination are naturally drawn to 
an industry that creates, informs, and entertains.
 For many, publishing is more than a business; it is a 
vocation that constantly challenges and continuously 
educates. Choosing a career in publishing is a logical 
way to combine personal and professional interests 
for people who have always loved books and who have 
worked on school publications or spent hours browsing 
in bookstores and libraries.
 The Columbia Publishing Course was originally 
founded in 1947 at Radcliffe College in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, where it thrived as the Radcliffe 
Publishing Course.
 In 2001, the course moved to Columbia University’s 
Graduate School of Journalism in New York City, where 
its strong legacy continues. In 2016 a sister course that 
focuses solely on book publishing was begun at Exeter 
College, Oxford, for several reasons:

  
 >  Oxford has always been an important center of 

publishing and learning.
 >  People who are certain book publishing is where 

they intend to be after the course do not have to 
endure the rigors of the magazine-digital portion of 
the New York program.

 >  The course in New York is limited to 110 people, so 
Exeter enables us to help shepherd more people into 
publishing, both in America and abroad.

 >  The course at Oxford is even more selective, with 
only seventy seats available.

 >  Many legendary publishing professionals in the 
United Kingdom took the course in America and 
returned home to create stunning careers for 
themselves. Now the same is true for Americans 
taking the course at Exeter, who return to the 
States and are afforded the same respect and job 
opportunities as the people who took the course 
a month and a half earlier in New York City. 
Meanwhile, British citizens and others have met the 
crème de la crème of British publishing as well as 
many of their future colleagues.

y  Exeter College at Oxford. The Refectory and classrooms.



 The Publishing Course provides an intensive intro-
duction to all aspects of book publishing, from evalua-
tions of original manuscripts to the sales and marketing 
of finished products. Students learn from writers, editors, 
publishers, design directors, marketing experts, and pub-
licists: all are leaders in the industry, and many are course 
graduates. More than eighty publishing professionals 
come to the course each September to describe the na-
ture of their work, conduct a weeklong intensive book 
workshop, give illuminating seminars, and answer ques-
tions in classroom discussions and informal sessions.
 Students learn about publishing through a rigorous 
schedule of lectures, seminars, and workshops and by 
completing professionally evaluated assignments.
 By spending time with speakers and instructors in in-
depth discussions, working on assignments after classes 
end, and interacting with like-minded colleagues for four 
weeks, students take part in a total-immersion program that 
cannot be duplicated by a series of part-time courses. In the 
process, these students discover a capacity to assimilate 
and produce more than they ever imagined possible.
 The Publishing Course allows students to compare 
opportunities in publishing, which helps them determine 
their career preferences—from editor to publicist, from 
foreign rights associate to literary agent, and so forth. 
Students study every element of the process: manuscript 
evaluation, agenting, editing, design, production, 
publicity, subsidiary rights, sales, e-books, and marketing. 
Students also learn about various types of publishing 
houses, publishing strategies, and career paths. The 
class then divides into small groups for a seven-day book 
workshop. Each workshop group simulates the operation 
of a publishing house, giving students a chance to apply 
what they’ve learned and gain hands-on experience in a 
particular area of book publishing.
 The final week of the Publishing Course ties together 
everything students have learned in the previous three 
weeks and features additional career guidance.

The Columbia Publishing Course provides an 
unparalleled overview of the entire publishing process, 
teaches basic publishing skills, and offers students the 
opportunity to meet and learn from top publishing 
professionals.

New York City and London
The New York City publishing community welcomes 
students of the Oxford course to various special events, 
while the London publishing community reaches out to 
graduates who are able to work in the United Kingdom. 

See the “Career Planning and Placement” section for 
more information.

Course Faculty
The instructors and lecturers, drawn from all areas 
of the publishing industry, are recognized as experts in 
their fields. Many speakers are course regulars; others 
are invited to speak because they are setting trends or 
challenging traditional methods.
 Faculty members represent publishing’s diversity: some 
are executives in multinational conglomerates, others are 
successful entrepreneurs, some work with blockbuster 
franchises, others strive to reach specialized markets. 
 Due to the pandemic, we were able to merge the 
2020 Oxford and New York courses to create a new and 
innovative virtual course. We decided to go a different 
route in 2021 and are hopeful that 2022 will see us back 
in-person in New York and at Oxford. The detailed list 
of the 2021 faculty is representative of the high caliber of 
publishing professionals who teach at the course each year.  

Editing Seminars
A short seminar is held during the course to teach the 
fundamentals of manuscript evaluation. Each student 
reads an unpublished manuscript and writes a reader’s 
report recommending whether or not to publish. 
Students meet in small groups with editors to discuss 
the editing process and methods of evaluation.

Book Workshop
The weeklong book workshop is an intensive, 
collaborative simulation that requires interaction with 
writers, agents, and illustrators as students apply what 
they have learned in lectures. 
 Each group forms a hypothetical publishing 
company that develops six potential titles for 
publication. Students are responsible for determining 
the company’s editorial mission, evaluating book ideas 
and manuscripts, and contacting authors and agents. 
They create marketing, publicity, and subsidiary rights 
plans for each book and present their titles to the class 
at a simulated rights auction. They design book jackets, 
set production specs, and use computer models to 
create financial projections for each title and for the 
publishing house as a whole.
 At the end of the workshop, top publishing leaders 
carefully evaluate each group’s results, giving constructive 
criticism and real-world feedback. These workshops equip 
students with the practical knowledge, experience, and 
confidence needed to succeed in their careers.



2021 Book Program
Book Keynote 
Morgan Entrekin*, CEO and Publisher, Grove Atlantic, Inc.

Getting the Word Out
Jonny Diamond, Editor in Chief, LitHub.com

Where It All Begins: Middle Grade and Young Adult Books
Wendy Lamb*, Consulting Editor, Wendy Lamb Books, Random House 

Children’s Books, Penguin Random House

Book Ideas
Bruce Tracy, Former Senior Editor, Workman Publishing Company

Wisdom from a Maxwell Perkins Award-Winning Editor
Daniel Halpern, Executive Editor, Knopf, Penguin Random House and 

Founder, Ecco, HarperCollins

Managing Editorial
Kimberly Goldstein, Director of Managing Editorial, Managing Editor, Simon 

& Schuster
Lisa Erwin, Executive Director of Production, Simon & Schuster

Perspectives on College Publishing
Sarah Touborg*, Vice President and Editor, College Department, W. W. Norton
Emma Peters*, Assistant Editor, W. W. Norton

Academic Publishing
Niko Pfund, President and Academic Publisher, Oxford University Press

The Agents Panel
Sloan Harris, Agent, Partner and Co-Head, ICM Partners
Esther Newberg, Agent, Partner and Co-Head, ICM Partners
Amy Williams*, Agent and Founder, The Williams Company

How to Read a Contract
Dorothy Boyajy, Contracts Director, Crown, Penguin Random House

The Adventurous Path to Tor.com
Carl Engle-Laird, Editor, Tor.com Publishing

Graphic Novel Publishing Today
Gina Gagliano, Publishing Director, Random House Graphic

Publicity Sells Books!
Paul Samuelson, Deputy Director of Publicity, Scribner, Simon and Schuster

Sales Panel
Leora Bernstein*, National Account Manager, Airports and Costco, Simon and 

Schuster
Lis Kingren-Hawkins*, Sales Operations Manager, Simon and Schuster
Caroline Bonin*, Sales Operations Assistant Manager, Simon and Schuster

What Are Subsidiary Rights?
Kris Kliemann, President, Kliemann & Company

Book Editorial Seminar
Kristin Allard*, Assistant Editor, Norton Young Readers, W.W. Norton
Micaela Carr*, Assistant Editor, HarperCollins
Mia Council*, Associate Editor, Penguin Press, Penguin Random House
Sylvan Creekmore*, Editor, St. Martin’s Press and Wednesday Books
Rose Fox, Associate Editor, The Dial Press, Penguin Random House
Madeline Jones, Editor, Algonquin Books, Workman Publishing Company
Camille Kellogg*, Associate Editor, Bloomsbury Children’s Books
Aemilia Phillips*, Agent, Stuart Krichevsky Agency

Quressa Robinson, Agent, Nelson Literary Agency
Ian Van Wye*, Assistant Editor, Farrar, Straus & Giroux
William Vogan*, Literary Assistant, Vigliano Associates

Book Marketing 101
Farin Schlussel, Director of Marketing, Avery Books and TarcherPerigee, 

Penguin Random House

Canadian Publishing: A View North of the Border
Doug Pepper*, President and Publisher, McClelland & Stewart, Penguin 

Random House Canada

Profit and Loss
Lisa Adams, Agent and Co-founder, The Garamond Agency

What the All-Important Cover Reveals
Julie Metz, Graphic Designer and Art Director, She Writes Press and Spark 

Press

Intro to Scouting
Liz Sarant*, Associate, Maria B. Campbell Associates

Innovations in Publishing
Brendan Cahill*, Vice President, Penguin Random House Labs
Ariel Cooper*, Digital Marketing Manager, Insider
Aurora Fernandez*, Executive Assistant to Robert Gottlieb (Chairman), 

Trident Media Group
Sam Lubell*, Author, Life Meets Art, and architecture journalist

The Indie Press
Fiona McCrae, Publisher, Graywolf Press

Understanding Marketing
Ruth Liebmann, VP of Account Marketing, Penguin Random House
Matt Schwartz, Senior VP of Digital Strategy, Random House Group, Penguin 

Random House

 Two Agents, Two Women: A Mentor and a Mentee Talking
Suzanne Gluck, Agent, William Morris Endeavor
Andrea Blatt*, Agent, William Morris Endeavor

Your Career is Also a Story: A Children’s/YA Literary Agent Shares 
Her Adventures
Molly O’Neill, Literary Agent, Root Literary

The Agent/Client Relationship
Jane Dystel, President, Dystel, Goderich and Bourret
David Morrell, Author of 28 books, most notably Murder as a Fine Art

BROWN GIRLS — introducing a powerful new voice in fiction
Daphne Palasi Andreades, Author, Brown Girls
Jin Auh, Literary Agent, The Wylie Agency
Marie Pantojan, Senior Editor, Random House, Penguin Random House
Rachel Rokicki*, Director of Publicity, Hogarth, Penguin Random House

Children’s Editorial Overview: The View from Philomel Books
Talia Benamy, Editor, Philomel Books, Penguin Young Readers Group

The Sales Representative and the Bookstore Manager
John Francisconi*, Manager, McNally Jackson
Meaghan Leahy*, Field Sales Representative, Macmillan

Subsidiary Rights: A World of Deals
Kris Kliemann, President, Kliemann & Company
Beniamino Ambrosi*, Senior Scout, Maria B. Campbell Associates
Cameron Chase*, Subsidiary Rights Manager, Pippin Properties
Kendra Poster, Rights Director, Workman Publishing Company

Wendy Lamb Morgan Entrekin Kimberly  
Goldstein

Daniel Halpern Peggy Samedi Jonny Diamond Jane Dystel Niko Pfund Fiona McCrae Michael  
Reynolds
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Elizabeth (Lizzie) Pratt*, Agent’s Assistant, The Wylie Agency

Marketing and Publicity: A Deep Dive Into a Complex Relationship
Rachel Rokicki*, Director of Publicity, Hogarth, Penguin Random House
Melissa Esner, Associate Director of Marketing, Crown, Random House
Farin Schlussel, Assistant Director of Marketing, Avery Books and 

TarcherPerigee, Penguin Random House 
Erin Kibby*, Marketing Manager, Macmillan

Creating Physical Books
Peggy Samedi, Production Manager, Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 

Penguin Random House
Michael Wettstein, Senior Vice President of Sales, Phoenix Color

The View from an Independent Publisher
Michael Reynolds, Editor in Chief, Europa Editions

From Niche To Necessity – Why Audiobooks Are The Key To Your 
Publishing Career
Guy Oldfield, Senior Director, Macmillan Audio

THE FIVE WOUNDS: A Publishing Event
Kirstin Valdez Quade, Author, The Five Wounds
Erin Lovett, VP and Publicity Director, Trade Division, W.W. Norton

The Power and Practice of Collaboration
Christina Amini, Executive Publishing Director of Adult Publishing, Chronicle 

Books

Book Workshop Instructors
Lisa Adams, Agent and Co-founder, The Garamond Agency
Monica Baum*, Advertising and Promotions Coordinator, Guilford Press
Nicole Bond, VP, Director of Subsidiary Rights, Atria Books and Simon Element, 

Simon & Schuster
Matt Caprioli*, Author, One Headlight: a Memoir
Cameron Chase*, Subsidiary Rights Manager, Pippin Properties
Emily Clement*, Executive Editor, Scholastic
Doe Coover*, Founder, Doe Coover Agency
John Duff, Former Publisher, Perigee Books, Penguin Random House
Susan Ferber, Executive Editor, Oxford University Press
MacKenzie Fraser-Bub*, Director of Publicity and Strategic Partnerships, 

University of South Carolina Press
Kate Gale, Co-Founder and Managing Editor, Red Hen Press, and Editor, Los 

Angeles Review
Anna Knutson Geller, Director of Foreign and Subsidiary Rights, The Book 

Group, and Founder, Write View
Peter Ginna, Book Editor and Publisher
Matty Goldberg, Former VP, Sales and Acquisitions, Ingram
Julie Gourinchas*, Freelance Editor
Gerry Helferich, Author and Former Editor, Doubleday, S&S, and John Wiley
Bee Holekamp*, Assistant to the President, W. W. Norton & Company
Erin Kibby*, Marketing Manager, Macmillan
Kris Kliemann, President, Kliemann & Company
Meaghan Leahy*, Field Sales Representative, Macmillan
Jamie Lescht*, Associate Publicist, William Morrow and Dey Street, 

HarperCollins 
Haley Lynch*, Assistant Editor, Beacon Press
David Miller*, President and Publisher, Island Press
Michelle Murphy*, Director of Customer Marketing for North America, Pearson
Julia Pastore, Founder, Julia Pastore Editorial Services

Elizabeth (Lizzie) Pratt*, Agent’s Assistant, The Wylie Agency
Rachel Rokicki*, Director of Publicity, Hogarth, Penguin Random House
Helen Thomas*, Former Editorial Director, Hachette Children’s Group, Hachette 

UK
Bruce Tracy, Former Senior Editor, Workman Publishing Company
Melissa Warten*, Associate Editor, Farrar Straus Giroux Books for Young 

Readers, Macmillan

Book Workshop Evaluators
Drew Anderla*, Editorial Team Leader, Oxford University Press
Tim Bent*, Executive Editor, Oxford University Press
Jon Michael Darga*, Agent, Aevitas Creative Management
Maddie Day*, Assistant Publicist, Picador/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Macmillan
George Gibson, Executive Editor, Grove Atlantic
Shannon Green*, Editorial Project Manager, SparkPoint Studio
Lara Jones*, Associate Editor, Emily Bestler Books, Simon & Schuster
Grace Kendall*, Senior Editor, Farrar, Straus and Giroux Books for Young 

Readers, Macmillan
Zoe Morgan-Weinman*, Subsidiary Rights Assistant, Hachette
Doug Pepper*, President and Publisher, McClelland & Stewart, Penguin Random 

House Canada
Adrian Zackheim, Founder, Portfolio, Penguin Random House

2021 Magazine and Digital 
Program
The Magazine Business in 2021
Byron Freney*, Brand Strategy and Communications Consultant
Brian Kroski, CEO and Strategic Digital Advisor, Kroski Consulting
Michael Solomon, Lifestyle Editor, Forbes

The Soul of the Media Brand
Tara Cox, Executive Managing Editor, Rachael Ray In Season and Drew and 

Jonathan Reveal
Kathryn O’Shea-Evans, Contributing Editor, House Beautiful
Gabrielle Blitz Rosen, Founder and CEO, Townhouse Digital
Michael Solomon, Lifestyle Editor, Forbes

Contemporary Magazine Design
James Reyman, Principal and Creative Director, Reyman Studio

How Digital Product is the Nexus of the Universe
Michael Liss, Vice President, Product, New York Post

Orbiting in People’s Digital World
Janine Puhak*, Morning Staff Writer, People.com

Running a Literary Magazine
Nate Brown, Fiction Writer and Managing Editor, American Short Fiction

How to Rock an Edit Test
Antonia van der Meer, Former Editor in Chief, Coastal Living and Modern Bride

Dream Jobs Do Exist!
Nikki Ekstein, Travel Editor, Bloomberg Pursuits

Finding a Home in Print and Digital Magazines
Carisha Swanson, Market Director, House Beautiful

Antonia  
van der Meer

Matt Schwartz Naomi Piercey Doug Pepper Kris Kliemann Brendan Cahill Sarah Touborg Bruce Tracy Carisha  
Swanson

John  
Francisconi

(continued on next page)



Niko Pfund, publisher 
of Oxford University 
Press USA and global 
academic publisher, 
lecturing to students in 
the dining hall.

Monetization and Revenue Streams
Byron Freney*, Brand Strategy and Communications Consultant
Brian Kroski, CEO and Strategic Digital Advisor, Kroski Consulting
Naomi Piercey, Partner and Product Strategist, Coalesce

An Editor’s Circuitous Journey Through the Media World
Charles Curkin, Articles Editor, Elle Decor

2021 Career Resources
Résumés, Cover Letters, and Bios
Barbara Clark, Founder, Barbara Clark Agency
John Duff, Former Publisher, Perigee Books, Penguin Random House

HR Experts Panel
Eliot Kaplan, Former Vice President, Talent Acquisition, Hearst Magazines
Deb McGovern, HR Manager, Workman Publishing Company
Antonia van der Meer, Editor in Chief, Bottom Line Personal
Victoria Wenzel*, Editor, Pegasus Books

Q&A with Recent CPC grads: Job Hunting, Advice, PRH, and More
Katie Torok*, Sales Assistant, National Accounts, Penguin Random House 

Publisher Services
Kate Trine*, Events and Audience Development Assistant, Random House, 

Penguin Random House
 Alumni Panel
Claire Brito*, Editorial Assistant, Rachael Ray In Season and Reveal
Brookie McIlvaine*, Copyeditor and Fact Checker, Queue Magazine
Stephanie Meraz*, Editorial Assistant, PureWow
Brooke Weber*, Social Media Manager, Townhouse Digital

(continued from previous page)
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Testimonials
This job wouldn’t have happened without the CPC, 
everything I learned, and the wonderful people I met who 
helped me to get here. I am so grateful and excited.

Kirsten Greenwood, Class of 2019  
Business Development Executive, Penguin Random 
House UK, speaking of her first job out of the course.

The Columbia Publishing Course was not only exactly 
what I had hoped it would be—an all-access,  
deep-dive into every aspect of the publishing industry—it 
was so much more. It quickly became, and continues to 
be, a publishing family; full of brilliant, energetic, inspired 
individuals with a shared passion for the written word 
and everything that goes into it. While my classmates 
came from dozens of different backgrounds, areas of 
study, and industries, our mutual affection for books 
created an instant community in which I was both wildly 
challenged and totally at home. CPC was transformative, 
both intellectually and personally, and I left the course 
armed not only with exclusive knowledge bestowed by 
leaders of the field, but as a member of a community that 
spans generations and is proud to support the course, its 
graduates, and the industry we all love.

Bee Holekamp, Class of 2018
Assistant to the President, W.W. Norton & Company

Studying publishing in a place that is rich in literary 
history is magical. During CPC-UK, you are living 
where Philip Pullman and J. R. R. Tolkien studied. You 
can visit the pub where Tolkien and C.S. Lewis would 
chat, and you can see the Alice in Wonderland-inspired 
stained-glass windows at Christ Church. All this and 
rich preparation for a job in a field you love. Amazing!

Elisabeth Kingren-Hawkins, Class of 2017
Sales Operations Coordinator, Simon & Schuster

Nothing prepares you to enter the world of publishing 
like the Columbia Publishing Course.  I’ve happily used 
the knowledge and connections I gained at the course 
at Oxford to create a dynamic career path here in New 
York City. 
Avi Molder, Class of 2016
Digital Account Representative, Hachette Book Group

These past weeks have been nothing shy of astonishing. 
I had heard of the merits of the Columbia Publishing 
Course, but I don’t think I could have imagined how life 
changing it would be, how much I would learn, and how 
impressive the lecturers would be. The time and energy 
you have already invested in our class is appreciated 
beyond measure, and I am heartened by your commitment 
to trying to help us until we find our home in publishing. 
They say never meet your heroes, but I think you have 
proven that to be resoundingly false.

Liz Velez, Class of 2021  
Editorial Assistant, HarperCollins

Thank you for working so hard to ensure the CPC maintains 
its high standards throughout the pandemic. I am grateful 
that you and the staff were still able to present an inspiring 
and informative array of speakers. I’ve learned so much 
about the inner workings of the publishing world, and I have 
never been more excited to start my career.

Louise Strange, Class of 2021
Assistant Literary Scout, Maria B. Campbell Associates

The CPC experience is unmatched, and I am 
wholeheartedly inspired by all of the advice, expertise, 
and support I gained during this past month. I couldn’t be 
more grateful to have been a part of such an intelligent, 
book-loving group of people. This has been an incredible 
experience that makes me feel more prepared for my future 
than ever and I will remember the advice that I’ve learned 
at CPC throughout the rest of my life.

Corissa Hollenbeck, Class of 2021 
Editorial Assistant, Wiley, UK

The sales team I’m working with at PYR has me feeling 
as though I’ve won the publishing lottery! The entire 
experience has been a dream, and I’m so grateful for the 
opportunity to work with not just an amazing core team, 
but with publishers, editors, publicity and marketing people 
who really care about what they’re putting into the world 
and want to make things better.

I wouldn’t have gotten to this place in my life without 
your support, and I cannot thank you enough for that. I’m 
eternally grateful for the CPC course, the connections and 
memories I made there, and your guidance post-course that 
encouraged me to stretch what I thought I could do.

Riley Hubby, Class of 2020 
Sales Assistant, Penguin Young Readers



Career Planning and 
Placement

Over the years, publishers have come to recognize 
the advantages of hiring applicants who possess 
the skills and knowledge gained at the Columbia 

Publishing Course. The percentage of course graduates 
placed in publishing jobs each year is very high, often as 
much as 95% in the first year for students who stay in the 
London or New York City metro areas.
 Students will be invited to the Fall Networking Event, 
hosted in New York City, after the Oxford course has 
finished. At the event, students mingle with publishing 
professionals working in the United Kingdom and the 
United States and have a chance to connect with the 
course’s active alumni network. 
 During the course every effort is made to prepare 
students for entry into the job market. Small-group 
sessions are held on résumé and cover-letter writing. 
The director is available to students throughout the 
program to discuss career plans, interests, and goals. 
Faculty members are also valuable resources for those 
seeking information and advice. Recent graduates visit 

A Letter from the 
Director
These have been unprecedented times for all of us and 
the Columbia Publishing Course has been no exception. 
Only twice, in its legendary seventy-four year history, has 
the course been forced to turn to a virtual format. As the 
director, perhaps you can imagine my trepidation and my 
concern that the course remain as vital and relevant in 
2020 and 2021, as in each of the preceding years. And, much 
to my relief, we did it! With excellent, full classes and first-
rate lecturers and faculty members who astounded all of 
us, we triumphed over the odds and turned out graduates 
who have gotten great jobs throughout the industry. It was 
an amazing experience for all and the testimonials from 
students, some of which can be found above and below, tell 
the story better than I can.

We are celebrating our seventy-fifth year in 2022 and with it, 
we hope, a return to the campuses at Columbia University 
and Exeter College, Oxford, but, if that should prove 
impossible, I know with certainty that our students will 
learn all they need to know to launch a career in publishing, 
while loving their time at the course. We hope you may be 
among those accepted.

Most Sincerely,

Shaye Areheart
Director

Your dedication to the course and the well-being of its 
students is so comforting to see! Entering publishing can 
be intimidating, but I know everyone agrees that you have 
made this journey so much easier to navigate.  
Ally Purcell, Class of 2021 
Editorial Intern, Pegasus Books

I am so thankful for this invaluable, memorable 
journey. I learned so much and connected with 
wonderful people; I’m excited to take the next steps 
to make my long-sought publishing career a reality. 
Ellie Anderson, Class of 2020 
Publicity Assistant, Thames & Hudson

“My expectations for the course were completely blown 
away. I learned so much from all of the people we got to 
meet, the assignments and, of course, you.” 
Daniela Atmadjian, Class of 2020  
Sub-editor, Thomson Reuters, Global Pictures Desk

y  Faculty and staff 
discussing the students’ 
work in the Rector’s 
Garden before dinner.



the course to share their job-seeking experiences as well 
as their experiences working in entry-level positions 
throughout the industry.
 While students are not guaranteed job placement, 
the course offers extensive job opportunities and 
support services to graduates. New job listings are 
posted frequently during the program and are refreshed 
constantly throughout the year. The wide-ranging 
network of course graduates provides students with 
access to individual companies and publications as well 
as information about specific openings and employment 
opportunities in general. You will find that you are 
not only taking a course but also forming lifelong 
friendships and forging lasting professional associations. 
As more than one student has stated, “This course 
allowed me to find my people.”
 Students are encouraged to put the Columbia 
Publishing Course in the first paragraph of their cover 
letters and at the top of their résumés, as the course is 
extremely well-known and respected throughout the 
publishing industry. Being affiliated with the course can 
mean the difference between getting an interview and 
not getting one.

Who Should Apply
The course is aimed primarily at recent college 
graduates, but other applicants are not discouraged. Many 
students have worked in publishing briefly and would 
like to broaden their understanding of the field or have 
decided to make a career change from an unrelated field.
 Because entry into the field of publishing is by no 
means restricted to those who want to work in an editorial 
capacity, the choice of college major has little bearing on 
admissions decisions. Although most applicants have 
majored in English or other subjects in the humanities, 
many have majored in other disciplines, particularly art, 
history, economics, business, law, music, and the sciences, 
among others. However, American applicants planning to 
seek work in the States must have successfully completed 
all requirements for a bachelor’s degree by June of 2022. 
UK citizens and others who plan to (and are able to) work 
in the UK can forgo this requirement.
 Students with a demonstrated interest in publishing 
have always gained the most from the course. Those who 
have held publishing internships or worked on high school 
or college publications are familiar with publishing’s 
long hours and constant deadline pressures. Those 

Exeter College’s beautiful 
quadrangle.



with bookstore, library, or office experience have skills 
and insights that publishers find valuable. Many types 
of activities, paid positions, and volunteer work can be 
considered related to publishing. For example, experience 
with photography, graphic arts, sales, and marketing can 
be good training. If you are looking for instruction in 
journalism or creative writing, though, other educational 
opportunities may be more appropriate. Still, applicants 
with writing experience who seek new ways to apply their 
skills within the world of publishing—as editors, publicists, 
designers, marketing and business managers, or rights 
specialists—are encouraged to apply.
 Applicants should note that the Columbia Publishing 
Course is a highly intensive four-week session, during 
which students are expected to attend classes and 
workshops every weekday morning, afternoon, and 
evening as well as on many weekends. As a result, 
students can expect little free time during the course.

Applications

Applications are accepted anytime after 
December 10, 2021 and students will be told of 
acceptance on a rolling basis–therefore it’s to an 

applicant’s advantage to apply before the March deadline. 
 The following items must be received no later than 
March 9, 2022, to complete the application process:

1.   A completed application form 
(available at https://bit.ly/applycpc2022)

2.    A $55 nonrefundable application fee (payable by  
credit card)

3.     A two-page personal statement and a short answer 
response (essay prompts for 2022 are given on  
the application)

4.   Two to three letters of recommendation from 
employers and/or professors

5.   Academic transcripts listing degree date or expected 
degree date from each undergraduate and graduate 
institution attended as a degree-seeking student

6.   A current résumé or curriculum vitae

 Interviews are not required, but information sessions 
will be conducted virtually through the career services 
offices of some colleges during the first half of the 
spring semester. The course will also be holding its own 
virtual information sessions. Applicants should check 
the course website to determine when information 
sessions will be available. 

 Those accepted are required to make a $1,000 
nonrefundable deposit by May 1 to guarantee enrollment.

Advance Assignments
In preparation for the program, all students must 
complete advance reading and assignments. These 
assignments cover many of the topics to be discussed 
in lectures and will be evaluated by publishing 
professionals. They are short, practical, and require 
students to perform tasks related to the publishing 
process.

Fees
Tuition & Workshops  . . . . . . .  $5,300
Room  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,426
Board  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $   985

The mandatory board plan includes breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner on weekdays. Students living off campus will 
be assessed an $985 fee for the mandatory board plan.
 Applications are evaluated by the admissions 
committee several times during the spring, and 
notifications of acceptance will be sent on a rolling basis.
 Because of the short length of this course, grants and 
student loans funded by the US government are not 
available.

<  Shaye Areheart, director 
of the Columbia 
Publishing Course and 
a thirty-year veteran of 
Penguin Random House.
x  The view of the Radcliffe 

Camera from the Fellow’s 
Garden at Exeter.
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https://bit.ly/applycpc2022

